Online Catalog: [https://search-fho.obvsg.at](https://search-fho.obvsg.at)

The search in the basic setting is carried out via all four campus libraries of the FH OÖ (Hagenberg, Linz, Steyr, Wels).

For members of the FH OÖ a borrowing from all four campus libraries is possible. Please contact your campus library.

Search in **Catalog** = search result books and e-books or

Search in **Catalog Plus** = search result books, e-books and papers

In order to optimize the number and quality of hits, we recommend that you register (Sign in).

Click on **Online access** or **Available at Library Hagenberg**
Print stock: please note the location information (e.g. 003687) and the status of the item. The location information describes the shelf location of the book in the reading room.

Library Hagenberg shelf arrangement: